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mark which makes margins smaller; this means that import- 
ers must go for bigger volume to make money and this in- 
volves more risk. 

Fryland estimates that 25% of Sweden's total market is ac- 
counted for by direct imports and 20% of Norway's. 

To fight the problem in Norway, the record companies re- 
duced prices, as they did in Germany. We can just about live 
with the import problem in Denmark, but if the market share 
were to expand to, say, 40 %, we would suffer and would have 
to decrease our prices to maintain control of the market. An- 
other measure would be to strengthen local production." 

In common with Sweden, Denmark has seen a steady de- 
cline in singles sales -down 20% last year -and the process 
has been exacerbated by the abandonment by Danish Radio 
of the program based on a national sales chart. At one time 
the Danish IFPI companies produced a national sales chart 
which was used by the radio as the basis for a top 20 program. 
Then, because the Danish Radio suspected that some of the 
chart placings were based on sell -in figures rather than over - 
the- counter sales, the broadcaster decided to compile its own 
chart by contacting a sample of 40 dealers each week. This 
ultimately proved too complicated and the sample was re- 
duced to a handful. This then made the chart unrepresenta- 
tive, so it was finally discontinued earlier this year. 

"The single is now reduced to the status of a marketing 
tool," says Fryland, and we cannot make money with it. 
There was a time when local covers of hit singles would sell 
20,000- 30,000. But now singles sell in hundreds." 

However, the Danish industry enjoyed a 30% increase last 
year, achieving a turnover at retail level of $50 million, includ- 
ing tax. There was a big explosion in cassette sales -up 55% in 
value -and currently two cassettes are sold for every three 
LPs. Blank tape is also booming, with virgin cassettes selling 
more than 4 million units last year. 

Denmark's 1976 sales surge owed much to the extraor- 
dinary popularity of two groups, Abba and Gasolin, which be- 
tween them cornered at least 18% of the total market. Says 
Fryland: "Abba has sold 750,000 albums in Denmark -"Ar- 
rival" alone achieved sales of 300,000." 

Abba product is distributed in Denmark by EMI which now 
has a market share well in excess of 30 %, according to man- 
aging director Kurt Mikkelsen. 

"For the first quarter of 1976 we had heavy sales," says 
Mikkelsen, "because of the VAT reduction." 

The difficulty of breaking new artists in Denmark because 
of the absence of chart programs, of pop magazines and com- 
merical radio, is a problem which constantly exercises the 
mind of Johnny Reimar, head of Starbox. "It is a bad situation 
because without any charts it is hard to promote." 

Reimar, who has 30 artists under contract and is chairman 
of the artist agencies association in Denmark, produces for 
Polydor and Phonogram and is also a highly successful artist 
in his own right. Each of his 13 party -time albums has quali- 
fied for a silver disk denoting 25,000 sales or more. 

Reimar says local artists are getting an increasing market 
share in Denmark these days but he feels that last year's pros- 
perity was not entirely healthy in that it depended so heavily 
on just two acts -Abba and Gasolin. 

Starbox has the ABC repertoire for Denmark and also works 
closely with the independent Arne Bendiksen company in 

Norway. In addition to the Starbox label, the company is build- 
ing up an important budget label, Party, a rock label (Super- 
star) and a special cassette hit compilation series which sells 
for $1.75. Reimar releases 20 such cassettes a year and can 
achieve up to 100,000 sales per title. He has also developed a 

cassette line called Fanfare, consisting of hit cover versions 
and instrumentals and aimed exclusively at the rack outlets. 
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desk console and travelled in the U.K. and U.S. before I found 
what I wanted -a Harrison 3240, built in Nashville." 

While abroad he unearthed other new ideas, so decided on 
a complete redesign of his studio. The conversion took about 
three months and by March this year he was in charge of one 
of the most modern studios in Europe. The acoustic design 
was by Jan Zetterberg and the studio was built on the West- 
lake principle. The control room has walls with slabs of stone, 
natural bark and natural teak and no wall is parallel to any 
other. 
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On the pop side, "Tio I Topp," a top 10 singles chart show 
on Saturday afternoons was outstandingly popular. In its 
early years it was dominated by U.K. and U.S. product, but in 
the late 1960s, local producers began bringing out chart -ori- 

ented singles. 
But then Swedish radio changed its policy and one of the 

first shows to go was "Tio I Topp." Today there are only three 
programs regularly featuring pop, or Top 40, material. 
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major artists we have the chance of taking advance orders a 

month before release, which helps prevent importers from 
making a profit from records we have to pay distribution guar- 
antees on. We had simultaneous release on Stevie Wonder, El- 
ton John, Wings, Queen, Cliff Richard and Pink Floyd and that 
helped the situation." 

And Johnny Reimar, of Starbox, says: "It's a weird situation 
where I'm the licensee for ABC Records and have to pay a 

guarantee; yet the importers can still get the key product at a 

lower price than I have to pay. We have to be careful over 
record releases. Often the importers get hot product from 
U.S. and U.K. wholesalers before I can get them in stock." 

As in other Scandinavian trading areas, the main "excuse" 
offered by Norway's parallel importers for their activities is 
that of prices; that, for example, U.K. prices are much lower 
than in Norway. A record sold in London costs only three - 

fifths of what it costs in Oslo, a situation created by the pro- 
gressive devaluation of the pound sterling over recent years. 

This is the background to direct imports in Norway, one of 
the industry's biggest problems. Norwegian traders have 
found it more and more easy to get disks and cassettes 
cheaper via direct import from the U.K. and U.S. This has 
clearly hit the local companies, already facing an annual in- 
crease in costs of between 10 % -14 %. It is likely that some of 
the less- profitable areas of the Norwegian industry will have to 
go and this could start in the production area. 

Naturally this is something the GGF, Norwegian union of 
record companies, wants to avoid. The organization's aim is 

to get press, consumers and dealers to show interest in the 
need to maintain a wide production range of Norwegian do- 
mestic product. 

When a record is imported from Britain, for example, the 
author gets only half of what he would have if the record had 
been sold through normal Norwegian channels. The GGF 

claims that parallel importing companies are "parasites," liv- 

ing off authors, artists and record companies -and the Nor - 
disk Copyright Bureau in Coenhagen, representing the com- 
posers, is checking on the legality of this kind of importing. 

The GGF, during the growing price war, is trying to support 
the traditional dealer and distributor, those channels and out- 
lets which try to offer a complete service rather than just 
skimming the cream from the top 50. In any case, direct im- 
ports mean that local record companies are having to reduce 
their own profit margins. 
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HOLMA: In distribution, the trend will be towards bigger 

and fewer outlets and chains, because of increasing direct im- 
ports and keener price cutting, so the smaller outlets will lose 
out. There will be a further shift from traditional outlets in fa- 
vor of rack sales. This will have an effect on repertoire supply, 
the life cycle of product and so on. 

KOKLJUSCKIN: I find it most alarming that more and more 
albums, even new ones, are being sold at rock -bottom prices. 
Major commercial chains are buying current catalog product 
in big quantities and selling all of it as special offers. These 
chains should concentrate on a wide variety of product, not 
just a handful of bestseller items. Much of this problem, which 
includes the cream of the so- called "digger's material" is tied 
in with the parallel import situation. 

VAANANEN: Generally local prices are too high and that is 
one reason why direct importers are doing so well. We have no 
major international labels under representation and so have 
little experience of the direct import problem. 

KRONQVIST: Parallel imports are causing much trouble 
and something had to be done soon. Direct importers scoop 
off the cream of all important international releases. In future 
an increasing number of sales will go through book and music 
clubs and other mail -order ventures, ideal for a country like 
Finland. Rackjobbing will gain a stronger foothold, pushing 
smaller shops into real trouble. 
FOOTNOTE: A market -share breakdown, company by com- 
pany, of the total $33 million revenue for the IFPI group at re- 

tail level in 1976 shows: 
Finnlevy, $12.8 million; EMI Finland, $5.8 million; Discophon, 
$3 million; Scandia -Musiikki, $2.9 million; Love, $2.5 million; 
Pohjoismaiden Sahko, $1.9 million; CBS, $1.6 million; Finn - 

disc, $1.4 million; Satsanga, $700,000. 
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ity in the general assembly, it is subsequently rejected by the 
Koda board. 

Bueman also claims that in addition to the 10% deducted 
from Koda's income to create a cultural fund for all compos- 
ers, a further 10% is deducted and distributed exclusively to 
serious composers. "This means that popular composers are 
subsidizing serious music composers. The Koda situation is 

unique in the world." 
The popular music writers of Denmark cannot set up a 

breakaway organization because Koda is a government au- 
thorized monopoly. "But," Bueman says, "if we take our case 
to the Ombudsman and we lose, we must seriously consider 
quitting Koda and joining one of the other Common Market 
performing right societies, such as GEMA in Germany. This 
would have the effect of drastically reducing Koda's income. 
We would not choose to do this, but we may have to if we con- 
tinue to be denied democracy." 
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